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Modulation of dendritic cell antigen presentation by
pathogens, tissue damage and secondary inflammatory
signals
Javier Vega-Ramos1, Antoine Roquilly1,2,3, Karim Asehnoune2,3
and Jose A Villadangos1,4
Antigen presentation by dendritic cells (DC) is regulated directly
by pathogen-associated or cell death-associated cues, or
indirectly by immunomodulatory molecules produced during
infection or tissue damage. DC modulation by direct encounter
of pathogen-associated compounds has been thoroughly
studied; the effects of molecules associated with cell death are
less well characterized; modulation by secondary signals
remain poorly understood. In this review we describe recent
studies on the role of these three categories of
immunomodulatory compounds on DC. We conclude that
characterization of the role of secondary immunomodulators is
an area in dare need of further study. The outcomes of this
endeavor will be new opportunities for the development of
better vaccines and compounds applicable to the therapeutic
immunomodulation of DC function.
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Dendritic cells (DCs) are a fundamental component of
the immune system. They can detect virtually any
pathogen, multiple forms of tissue damage and secondary
mediators of inflammation. They are also the predominant antigen presenting cells for the maintenance of T
cell tolerance and the initiation and regulation of T
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cell-dependent immune responses. By combining the
capacity to detect environmental changes, and to
communicate with T cells, DCs bridge the innate and
adaptive arms of the immune system.
DC precursors constantly leave the bone marrow and
seed peripheral tissues and secondary lymphoid organs,
where they develop into immature DC [1]. In this state
of differentiation DC are highly endocytic and survey
their environment. Immature DC express relatively low
levels of two types of molecules required for activation
of naive T cells, namely Major Histocompatibility
Complex (MHC) molecules, which present antigenic
peptides recognized by T cell receptors (the so-called
signal 1), and co-stimulatory molecules required for T
cell activation (e.g. CD40, CD86, signal 2). In the
absence of infection, tissue damage or inflammation,
the DC that develop in secondary lymphoid organs
die in the immature state, with a turn-over rate of less
than a week [1]. The DC that develop in peripheral
tissues constitutively migrate to lymphoid organs,
where they acquire a so-called mature phenotype
characterized by high surface expression of MHC
and co-stimulatory molecules [2]. Migratory DC have
a more variable but also fast turn-over rate [1]. The
term steady-state DC is often used to refer to the DC
present in the periphery and lymphoid organs in the
absence of overt infection or inflammation. Steady-state
DC do not secrete cytokines required for immunogenic
T cell activation (the so-called called signal 3) and it is
widely accepted that if T cells recognize antigens
presented by these DCs they die, lose the capacity
to become effector (immunogenic) T cells, or become
regulatory T cells dedicated to dampening rather than
promoting immune responses [3]. In other words,
steady-state DC are tolerogenic. Detection of molecular
cues associated with infection, tissue damage or inflammation has been generally thought to induce DC
differentiation into immunogenic mature DC. In this
review we describe recent work suggesting that this
view is too simplistic, as the encounter of different
types of activating stimuli can lead to generation of
mature DCs with distinct capabilities. Moreover, there
is evidence that the effects of infection and inflammation can extend for longer than anticipated and
affect the life cycle or function of new DC produced
after resolution of these events.
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DC modulation by pathogen-associated and
danger-associated molecular patterns
The best-studied mechanism of DC activation is through
pattern-recognition receptors such as Toll-like receptors
and the cytosolic sensors of the RIG and NOD families,
which recognize lipopolysaccharide, non-eukaryotic
nucleic acids and other pathogen associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs). DC activated by PAMPs acquire a
mature phenotype and in addition secrete signal 3 cytokines, so they are immunogenic (Figure 1). The specific
suite of cytokines induced by each PAMP is tailored to
promote the most adequate type of immune response to
fight the agent expressing the PAMP. The process of DC
activation by PAMPs has been reviewed elsewhere [4,5].
The second major family of DC modulators are the
danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) [6].
These are compounds that are normally only found inside
cells but are released when cells undergo ‘violent’ death
caused by infection or tissue damage (necrosis), as
opposed to the non-activating cell death program that
cells undergo when they reach the end of their life cycle
(apoptosis). The DAMPs are not as finely characterized as
the PAMPs, and neither are their receptors and functional

consequences of their engagement [7]. Some examples of
DAMPs are ureate, ATP, high-mobility group box 1
(HMGB1) protein or mitochondrial DNA [6]. Many are
recognized by the same receptors that detect PAMPs, so it
is likely that the DC modulatory activity of these two
groups of compounds overlaps [7]. For simplicity, in the
rest of this review we will refer to DC activated by
detection of PAMPs or DAMPs as ‘directly matured
DC (dir-mDC)’ to distinguish them from those that
mature in response to secondary inflammatory signals
(see below and Figure 1).
A distinctive feature of dir-mDC is that while they are
highly adept at presenting a long-lived ‘snapshot’ of
antigens acquired at the time of activation, they also lose
their ability to present newly encountered antigens [8]
(Figure 1). There is one exception to this general rule:
antigens captured via surface molecules are efficiently
presented by dir-mDC [9,10]. Although it is unclear
whether this property contributes to natural initiation of
T cell immunity, it might be exploited for clinical purposes by using artificial constructs to target antigens to
surface molecules on dir-mDC [11]. Down-regulation of
new antigen presentation by dir-mDC is not deleterious
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Functional properties of directly versus indirectly activated DC. Dendritic cells can be activated directly by encounter of pathogen associated
molecular patterns (PAMP), or indirectly by inflammatory mediators produced by other hematopoietic cells. Upper path: direct encounter of a
pathogen (Ag-PAMP ‘1’) activates DC, which mature (dir-mDC). The dir-mDC present the antigen to elicit activation and expansion of specific T cells,
and also produce ‘signal 3’ cytokines which induce the differentiation of the expanded T cells. Dir-mDC down-regulate the synthesis and turn-over of
MHC-II molecules, so they have a low capacity to respond to, and present, subsequently encountered antigens (Ag-PAMP ‘2’). Lower path: DC
indirectly activated by inflammatory signals also mature (ind-mDC). As they have not captured foreign antigen, they can only present self antigens and
induce proliferation of self T cells, but they do not induce full differentiation of the T cells due to a lack of ‘signal 3’ cytokine production.
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in most scenarios of infection because normally few DC
encounter the pathogen and those remaining can respond
to a new infection. However, there are situations that can
cause widespread local or even systemic DC activation,
for example bacterial sepsis, malaria infection or
pseudoinfection with PAMPs injected intravenously
[12–15,16,17]. These events reduce or even exhaust
the number of immature DC capable of capturing and
presenting new antigens, impairing the ability of the
immune system to mount T cell responses against model
antigens or pathogens encountered subsequently
[12–15,16,17] (Figure 1). Direct activation of an excessive number of DC by PAMPs is thus immunosuppressive. Notably, responses that depend on direct viral
antigen presentation rather than on exogenous antigen
(cross)presentation are unaffected or even boosted in
TLR ligand-injected mice, demonstrating that the immunosuppression is due to impaired DC antigen capture
and/or (cross)presentation [12,13,16,17]. These conclusions have been reached based primarily on mouse
studies, but there is good evidence that they are also
applicable to humans.
It is well established that individuals infected with the
malaria parasite exhibit impaired immunity against other
pathogens. The best-studied correlation is with EpsteinBarr Virus (EBV) [18], which causes Burkitt’s lymphoma
if the infection is not controlled by T cells. Indeed, it has
been shown that anti-EBV T cells are eliminated over
time in individuals exposed to recurrent malaria infections [19]. Another viral infection that correlates with
malaria incidence is Hepatitis A [20]. An association
between malaria and bacteria infections has also been
reported [21], and concomitant bacterial pneumonia and
bacteremia are common complications of severe malaria
[22]. Furthermore, it has long been known that vaccination responses are impaired after acute malaria [23].
Severe or systemic infections with other pathogens also
cause immunosuppression [24], as does severe trauma
[25,26,27]. In fact, immunosuppression is now recognized as a key aspect of patients suffering from sepsis,
severe brain injury or severe trauma [24,28,29]. Patients
who died following sepsis showed clear signs of immunosuppression compared to patients who died of nonsepsis ethiologies [30]. Cytomegalovirus (CMV) and
Herpes Simplex Virus (HSV) reactivation has been
observed in critically ill patients [31,32], and bacterial
pneumonia develops in up to 40% of patients [33].
DC dysregulation is probably not the only mechanism of
immunosuppression in the above conditions, but it is
likely the major contributor to impairment of T celldependent responses [24,29,34,35]. Induction of DC
apoptosis has been observed in bacterial sepsis [36],
malaria infection [37,38,39] and severe trauma [26].
Reduced DC numbers would obviously affect T cell
priming, but we know that if DC present antigens in
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conditions of systemic activation T cell priming does
occur [12,13], so reduced antigen presentation by dirmDC is probably an important, if not the main mechanism of DC impairment. Drugs or vaccine constructs that
promote antigen presentation by dir-mDC [9,10] may
provide a strategy to restore DC function and T cell
priming in the face of severe/systemic infections or
trauma.

DC modulation by secondary regulatory
molecules of inflammation
The third family of molecules that modulate DC function
are the secondary pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines, interferons, among others,
that are released by cells of the immune system, and also
by parenchymal cells, upon detection of PAMPs or
DAMPs. Dissecting the specific influence of these molecules on DC function is extraordinarily difficult because
of their sheer number and complexity of their activities. A
compounding difficulty is that each mediator does not act
on DC on its own, but in concert with other mediators,
PAMPs or DAMPs, sometimes synergistically and others
antagonistically. Finally, in rigor they are not only associated with infection or inflammation because they can also
be produced, and modulate DC function, in the steady
state. Below we describe studies pertaining the activity of
some of these molecules as an illustration of their complex roles.
Recruitment of monocytes and conversion into DC is a
well-known effect of infection or inflammation [40]. The
growth factor csf-2 (GM-CSF) drives monocyte differentiation into DC in vitro, so it was long thought that it
played the same role in vivo, but this has turned out not to
be the case [41]. Csf-2 regulates homeostasis of nonmonocytic DC in the steady state but is dispensable
for inflammatory DC recruitment [41]. It also promotes
antigen cross-presentation and the expression of DC
cytokines that induce Th17 cells [42–44]. At the other
end of the spectrum of secondary regulators of DC antigen presentation is IL-10, mostly secreted by T-cells and
natural killer cells in order to limit tissue damage during
or after inflammation [45]. IL-10 is the strongest inhibitor
of DC maturation and is a well-known inducer of tolerogenic DC [46]. IL-10 also has a role in regulating the
homeostasis of DC during infection, and has recently
been shown to induce apoptosis of circulating DC in
malaria patients [38]. But IL-10 also plays a central role
in the regulation of antigen presentation by DC. IL-10
induces the expression of MARCH1 by monocytes and
DC, which in turn drives the internalization and degradation of MHC II and CD86 from the cell surface,
therefore impairing their capacity to present antigens
[47–50]. Both Csf-2 and IL-10 are good examples of
factors that have functions in the steady-state and
during inflammation, working as growth factors and as
modulators of antigen presentation, exemplifying the
www.sciencedirect.com
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complexity of effects that can be mediated by secondary
inflammatory factors.
Given that the secondary regulators of inflammation can
have both activating and inhibitory effects on DC antigen
presentation, it is pertinent to ask what happens when
these are the only molecules detected by DC in the context
of an infection. Inflammatory cytokines induce acquisition
of a mature phenotype in DC, with high expression of
MHC II and co-stimulatory molecules. However, such DC
do not secrete ‘signal 3’ cytokines required for full T cell
priming ([51,52] and our unpublished results), so they have
been termed ‘semi-mature’ or ‘indirectly activated’ DC
(ind-mDC) [15,53] (Figure 1). Remarkably, ind-mDC do
not down-regulate MHC II and MARCH 1 synthesis like
dir-mDC do, and retain their capacity to present new
antigens ([54] and our unpublished results). The function
of ind-mDC in vivo is not yet fully understood, but it has
been proposed that they promote tolerance to self antigens
during an ongoing immune response against foreign pathogens [51,52]. Indeed, human and mouse ind-mDC have
been investigated as immunotherapeutic agents for tolerance induction [46,53].

Long term effects of systemic inflammation
on DC functions
As described above, systemic inflammation triggered by
pathogens or trauma (Systemic Inflammatory Response

Syndrome, SIRS) is immunosuppressive, and this is at
least in part due to induction of systemic DC maturation
and the concomitant impairment of their capacity to
present new antigens. It might be expected that this
immunosuppression would last only until the mature
DC are replaced by normal immature DC, which occurs
within 3–7 days [55]. However, signs of immunosuppression are present in critically ill patients for weeks after the
onset of SIRS. Again, the underlying causes of immunosuppression are probably complex [24,29], but DC
impairment appears to be an important contributor.
We showed that a single injection of CpG in mice causes
impaired DC function for up to 21 days [12], long after
disappearance of CpG activity. In brain-injured patients
suffering systemic inflammation, DC can respond to most
TLR ligands (e.g. CpG or LPS), undergoing maturation
and secreting cytokines, but have a decreased ability to
secrete IL-12 upon TLR3 ligand stimulation for more
than 10 days [56]. The causes of the long-term impairment of DC function following systemic infection or
inflammation have not been thoroughly investigated.
An attractive hypothesis is that SIRS induces an altered
differentiation program on DC precursors (‘‘paralysis’’) so
that although their turn-over continues normally after the
inflammatory trigger, the new paralysed DC do not
acquire full antigen presentation functions (Figure 2).
Long-term effects of bacterial sepsis, malaria infection or
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Induction of DC paralysis following SIRS. Top: DC precursors trafficking from the bone marrow (pre-DC) continuously access peripheral tissues and
lymphoid organs (oval), expand locally and their progeny becomes functional DC (blue). DC have a fast turnover rate and are constantly renewed. Local
cytokines (cloud) induce high antigen (Ag) capture and presentation capacities in the developing DC. SIRS causes changes to these signals (red
storm), leading to formation of paralysed DC (orange) and immune suppression. Production of paralysed DC continues for weeks until the local
cytokine environment gradually returns to the normal state.
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trauma on DC differentiation and function have been
reported [37,38,57,58], and the fact that pro-inflammatory or anti-inflammatory signals affect the acquisition
of antigen presentation functions in developing DC gives
support to this hypothesis [42,43]. A single trigger of
systemic inflammation can have lasting effects on cytokine production [27]. An important conclusion of these
studies is that DC depletion may be just one, and perhaps
not the most important, mechanism of DC impairment
following SIRS. They also imply that treatments aimed at
increasing the production of DC [59–61] may have a
limited impact on recovery of immunocompetence if
the signals that promote the development of paralysed
DC are not neutralized. An alternative approach might be
to counteract these signals with blocking mAbs or to boost
immune responsiveness with activating cytokines that
promote immunity [62,63].
In summary, over the past decade there has been tremendous progress in our understanding of DC modulation by PAMPs and, to a lesser extent, by DAMPs. Our
knowledge of the effects of endogenous pro-inflammatory
and anti-inflammatory mediators on DC development
and function remain sketchy by comparison. We anticipate important developments in this area in coming years,
which will no doubt reveal new opportunities for pharmacological intervention and the development of therapeutic strategies through modulation of DC function.
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